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Executive Summary
This report consists of a summary of ISLearning: Beyond Borders sessions, meetings, and planning
throughout the month of June 2021. With the support of our partner organization, Global Healthy Living
Foundation & Canopy Nepal, Beyond Borders conducted 4 programs with a total of 102 participants.
This month, the team worked with youths in Nepal and facilitators from the USA. We conducted sessions
on gender identity in education, women representation in education, as well as health literacy sessions.

This report consists of the objectives, outcomes, and recommendations for Beyond Borders for the next
month.
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Beyond Borders
Beyond Borders is a program that aims to empower
learners to become independent, well-informed, and
proactive individuals. By giving emphasis on
enhancing their empathetic understanding and
indulging them in social issues, the program intends
to groom them as change-makers. Beyond Borders is
a common platform for learners around the world for
exploring and improving their potential through open
communication, idea sharing, and exchange of
cultural norms and values in an amicable
environment.

Objectives
1. Connect students globally via letter exchange
2. Enhance empathetic behavior in students
3. Improve knowledge on social issues, current a�airs, and global cultures
4. Develop soft skills essential for sustainable growth
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Program Details
S.No. Work Details

Week 1 (1-5 June)

1 Culture Exchange ~
Video Call

The most awaited part of our Culture Exchange was the video call between the Nepali
and American students. Across the span of three days ( June 1, June 2, and June 4)
students from Canopy Nepal and Churchill bid goodbye to one another. Students from
Nepal also created cards and gifts as farewell presents.

Week 2 (6-12 June)

2 Session Planning The team was in the process of collaborating with two youth-led organizations and the
second week was spent staying in meetings.

3 Health Literacy with
Dr. Chad Woodard

Dr. Chad Woodard, with his expertise in physiotherapy, facilitated an hour-long
session with teenagers to help maintain their neck and shoulder muscles. In the
session, we had a quick theory, a practical session, and a question-answer round.
When asked, the participants replied with all yeses to be a part of similar sessions in
the future.

Week 3 (13-19 June)

4
Session on Women
Representation in

Education 1

All Beyond Borders sessions are planned in a way that the participants have to do their
research and do 80% of the speaking. We collaborated with Mathematics Initiative
Nepal and Campion School to conduct this session. Students highlighted the
socio0cultural factors that a�ect women’s representation.

5
Session on Women
Representation in

Education 2

This time with grade 11 and 12 students, we traced the political, cultural, historical, and
social factors that a�ect the representation of di�erent genders in Nepal. We had
students from 5 di�erent colleges join this session.

6 ISLearning Team
Meeting

Every month, the entire ISLearning team meets to plan the way forward and reflect on
our past month. This month, the whole team was very happy with the health sessions
and the pride month related sessions we did.

Week 4 (20-30 June)

7 Prism Peers Every year, Beyond Borders celebrated Pride Month with our Prism Peers program.
This month too, we celebrated with two discussion and ally sessions.

The first session was facilitated by the executive member of Queer Youth Group Nepal
to help people reflect on queer representation in education.

As a follow-up, Dr. Clement V. Gomes, the founder of ISLearning and a gender
educator conducted an ally discussion session with Nepali youths.

8 Prism Peers 2
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Work in Numbers
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Plan for July 2021
● Planning Phase for Culture Exchange Program ~ Beyond Borders starts its culture exchange

program with students from Nepal and the USA every September. This year, similar to last, we
will be conducting two simultaneous exchanges. We plan to take this one step forward with
weekly club meetings and video chats too.

● Health Session ~ The Beyond Borders team hopes to do healths sessions in collaboration with
the team at GHLF. The team can create a tentative calendar where we can do monthly health
sessions with di�erent age groups around teh country.

● Sessions with High School Students ~ Classes are still running virtually in Nepal. Being in a
virtual setting, it is very important for students to develop social skills and develop their
interpersonal skills at the same time. For this, the team will be reaching out to highs schools
students to conduct sessions that help them reflect on social issues that surround them.

Budget
S.No. Item Rate Quantity Amount (US$) Remarks

1 Travel & Communication $80 3 $240

2 Certificates $1.5 117 $175.5

3 Speaker Cost $150 2 $300 Queer Youth Group’s Board
Member for 2 Days

4 Poster Design $35 6 $210

5 Brochure Print $3 300 $900
The team had ordered this

in May and got it in the
month of June.

Total $1,825.5
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Annex

1. Testimonial
“The session was very informative. Although we talk a lot with our friends, these important topics are
rarely discussed. I am very glad to be a part of this program and hope these opportunities come across
in the days to come.”

- Ephtath  Lepcha, Student of Campion School

"It was our first time closely observing a Socratic Seminar. We had no idea about the type of discussion
the participants would have. But this collaboration brought us all together and made us reflect on our
educational curriculum. This is a barely spoken topic yet we could observe participants well researched
and well presented. We are really glad to collaborate with such a great bunch of people for this
upliftment.

- Sanjeev Raila, MIN Event Moderators Head

“I had been looking forward to the session because I rarely find the chance to talk about topics such as
gender and the LGBTQ+ community. I did feel like I had ample knowledge about the topic, while going
through the quiz with the facilitators, I had realized that what I knew wasn't enough. There were many
things I was able to learn. The facilitators did a great job at taking in the questions from the participants
with calmness although the session prolonged for an hour more. We didn't feel like we were being
judged and the safe space allowed us to ask questions we were previously hesitant to ask. The personal
experiences shared by other participants helped me realize that the things we deem as minuscule
problems in our daily lives are actually shared by a number of people. Basically what I'm saying is that I
was able to relate to people. The whole session consisting of two days was fruitful for me. ”

- Abhisha Shrestha,  Student at Thames International College

“The best way to start a discussion, which you know is going to be heated and controversial, is to
introduce an ice breaker session. Our moderator and host, Riya did just that and spectacularly. I enjoyed
playing Kahoot but also it made all of us realize that we were wildly ignorant about such easy questions.
Most of the questions were just about great things done by great women, but the problem was, most of
us didn't even know about them. I couldn't help but wonder, if a man had done the same spectacular
things, he would have certainly been popularised and talked about in schools and books.

Then the second day of the event was a Socratic Seminar. Although due to low participation, we couldn't
continue with our roles. We had a very fruitful conversation covering the issues with the education
system and our society. Thus, the two-day event was great teaching us about so many things.”

- Stuti Regmi, Student of Chelsea Academy & Secretary of Interact Club of Chelsea
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2. Case Studies
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3. Evaluation

Women Representation in Education

Prism Peers
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Our Programs

Canopy Nepal
Thirbam Margh, Baluwatar- 04

info@canopynepal.com
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